January 26, 2017

Dotloop Doubles its Footprint in Cincinnati
Office expansion and remodel to be completed in Summer 2017; will include open workspaces and
treadmill desks
CINCINNATI, Jan. 26, 2017 /PRNewswire/ -- Dotloop, a leading platform for simplifying the real estate buying and selling
process, today announced it is more than doubling the size of its headquarters in Cincinnati. With this expansion, dotloop
will occupy a total of 24,363 square feet in the Longworth Hall building by Summer 2017.
Dotloop® has more than 120 employees in its Cincinnati headquarters. The new expansion includes 12,400 additional
square feet of space for dotloop's rapidly growing employee base. New office amenities will include open collaboration
workspaces, nursing mother's rooms, adjustable benching workstations, a game room and a lunchroom.
"We have been at capacity in our current space for a while - and after the acquisition by Zillow Group in 2015, our growth
only accelerated," said Austin Allison, founder and general manager of dotloop. "Expanding our space in Cincinnati allows
us to hire more great employees and support our growth."
Dotloop is part of Zillow Group, which houses a portfolio of the largest and most vibrant real estate and home-related
brands on mobile and web. For more information about open positions at all dotloop, visit zillow.com/jobs.
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Dotloop® is the leading online transaction and productivity optimization platform in real estate. Dotloop reduces complexity
by replacing separate form creation, e-sign, and transaction management systems with a single end-to-end solution and
drives growth by helping real estate professionals streamline their businesses with workflow automation and real-time
visibility into transactions. Each year, millions of agents, brokers, and clients trust dotloop to get deals done.
The company is based in Cincinnati, Ohio. dotloop is owned and operated by Zillow Group (NASDAQ:Z and ZG). To learn
more about dotloop, visit www.dotloop.com.
dotloop is a registered trademark of dotloop, LLC.
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